REFRIGERATED TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT

Chill out
DYERS DISTRIBUTION IS A PROMINENT NAME IN TRANSPORT – NOT
ONLY FOR THE SIZE OF THE COMPANY, BUT ITS EVOLUTION. NEVER ONE
TO SETTLE FOR LESS THAN PERFECTION, THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT
INTRODUCES A NEW MITSUBISHI REFRIGERATION UNIT FROM QTRS.
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Strong words, but they’re backed with the
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without an issue – a reliability that Scott
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says, thanks to the proven reliability of the
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back up and support from QTRS. It performs

now led by third-generation brothers

in Brooklyn, where the refrigeration specialist
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with fellow Melburnian company, Quality

better than other similar spec units,” Scott
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provides a holistic service offering including

“The sales service from QTRS has been

Transport Refrigeration Systems (QTRS), for

says, adding that the trailer is transporting
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the Mitsubishi refrigeration systems (see
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First talked into trialing the product by QTRS
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Fast Fact
QTRS has joined into a partnership
with Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Japan to supply, install and maintain
Mitsubishi refrigeration units for
trucks and trailers in the Australian
market. From its Melbourne base,
the refrigeration specialist has also
developed its own telematics system,
Mitsi-TRACK, which can provide
real time information on return air
temperature, supply air temperature,
evaporator coil temperature, engine
RPM, engine operational hours and
operation mode, among others.

Contact
QTRS
571 Grieve Parade
Brooklyn VIC 3012
Phone: 1800 811 913
Web: www.qtrs.com.au
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